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Bondhus Star tip tools are designed and manufactured to be strong and save time.
Bondhus offers the widest variety of Star and Star Plus tools so there is a Bondhus
Star tool designed for virtually every possible application. Bondhus Star tools are
available in T-Handle, Screwdriver, L-Wrench, Wing/Flag, Blade and Bit product 
categories with Star, Star Plus and BallStar™ tip types. Bondhus invented the
Ball End Star tool (BallStar™ tip) which allows entry, exit and work within a fastener
at angles up to 20 degrees. Bondhus’ exclusive manufacturing processes ensure the
highest level of machining consistency as each tool tip is machined to incredibly tight tolerances. All Bondhus Star tip
tools are manufactured with Bondhus’ exclusive Protanium® Steel, which is up to 20% stronger than competitor tools
and finished with its’ proprietary ProGuard™ corrosion resistant finish, which offers up to five times more corrosion
protection than competitor finishes.

Product Spotlight:  Star Tools

1) Large selection of Star tools
2) Star and Star Plus tools available

3) BallStar™ tips insert into screws at an 
angle (ball end tools)

4) Tools available for very small sizes:
As small as T5 (Star)
As small T6 (BallStar™ tip)

5) BallStar™ tools work at a 20 degree angle

6) Funnel insertion (ball end tools)

7) Chamfered tool tips

8) Precise machining

9)  Handles matched to tip torque 
(Screwdrivers and T-Handles)

10) Worlds strongest tools -
Protanium® Steel

11) Worlds best corrosion protection- 
ProGuard™ Dry Surface Technology

1)   Lets tool user choose the right tool for every task.
2)   Bondhus Star tools are available in all popular standards and are specifically 

designed to fit all Star fasteners including TORX® brand screws.
3)   Saves time because tool user can reach and turn screws that cannot be reached  

straight-in.
4)   Bondhus’ extremely precise manufacturing methods create tools that work well, 

even in very small sizes.

5)   Screws can be turned continuously, without constantly taking the tool out of the 
screw, repositioning it and reinserting it, even at angles up to 20 degrees.

6)   Bondhus ball end tips are designed to be the perfect balance between angle 
and strength. BallStar™ strength is maximized, while still providing a consistent 
full 20 degrees of working angle.

7)   Saves time because burrs that might prevent insertion of the tool tip into the 
screw head are completely removed, so tip insertion is quick and easy.

8)   Saves time because precision machining means every Bondhus tool fits 
precisely into the screw head, minimizing breakage and stripping.

9)   T-Handle and screwdriver handles are sized to comfortably deliver an
appropriate level of torque and assist in preventing damage to ball end tips.

10) Saves time because Bondhus’ exclusive Protanium® Steel makes Bondhus 
tools up to 20% stronger than competitor tools and allows the tool user to 
deliver more torque without breaking the tool or damaging the screw head.

11) Saves time because the tool user does not have to work with rusty tools.
ProGuard™ protection delivers up to 5 times the corrosion resistance of any 
other hex or Star tool finish.

Features Benefits

*TORX® is a registered trademark of Acument  
Intellectual Properties, LLC.




